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ABSTRACT
The need for the planning, organizational, modeling,
and techniques aspects of investigations is exphasized.

Some

comments on new types of experiment designs are presented,
including some relevant references.

...

STATUTORY AND RECOMMENDED LIST TRIALS OF
CROP. VARIETIES IN THE. UNITED KINGDOM
BY

H. D. Patterson and Valerie Silvey
Walter T. Fed~rer (Cornell University):

It has become commonplace in statistical

publications to ignore the planning, organizational, modeling, and techniques
aspects of an investigation (see, e.g., a~· statistical methods or mathematical
statistics textbook). This paper addresses the problems to some extent and thus
is a welcome addition in extending our statistical horizons.

More literature of

this nature is needed as soon as one realizes that the problems cannot be relegated
to the investigator.

The following comments,, ther., are given in the spirit of

supplementing the present exposition.· The Yates-Cochran paper is a classic, and
is one of the first data analytic papers.

The present paper contains some data

analytic, some model selection, and some statistical computing aspects, but extensions to all these will be required for future investigations.

In· connection with

interactive statistical computing, it should be noted that various procedures for
chec~ing

additivity and the Yates-Cochran

procedure~

could be incorporated into

the computer program.
Th-= experiment design in 'Iable

4 is a special case of a class of designs given

by W. T. Federer &nd. D. S. Robson (1952), "Genera~. theory of prime-power lattice
designs. VI. Incomplete block.design and anal~ysis for p 5 varieties in blocks of p2
plots'', Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station Memoir 509, pages 1-37.
Also, there are' additional

m~tho1s

for constructing incomplete block designs.

In

addition to the ¢-·series and a-series designs, R. G. Ja·rrett and W. B. Hall (1978),
''Generalized cyclic incomplete block designs", Biometrika 65.(2): 397-401, have used
_.a cy::-J.ic method of construction which they say obtains the a-designs of Patterson
and WHliams (1976).

T'ne above two methods of construction are supplemented by a

third one (M. Khare ?.!ld W. T. Federer (1980), "A simple construction procedure for
resolvable incomplete block designs for any number oftreatments", Biometrical
Jo,n·r,~.J

22, (t.J a:rl'err)), wherein an algorithm is given f0r r:>O?"lstrucU. nc (0,1)-

desi(~r.~
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r.=-=2,3,·· · • The number
dcr':ds ur0r. whether :r is
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a prime, in wbich case pn-l + pn- 2 + • • • +
ments are possible.

J·2 +

p + 1 distinct confounding arrange-

When ·p is a prime powe·r, £nd if one uses orthogonal latin

squares instead of the algorithm to obtain the confounding arrangements, then there
are pft-1 + pft-a + ••• + p2 + p + 1 distinct complete blocks; one may then use a
variety cutting procedure for v
p not a prime end p 1
distinct

= kpn-l

treatments in incomplete blocks of k. For
is the smallest prime in p, then p:-l + p!-2 + ••• + P! + p, + 1

(0,1) arrangements can be obtained by the algorithm.

latin squares will allow additional distinct

co~founding

The use of orthogonal

arrangements to be used.

Additional references for constructing various types of designs may be found in
W. T. Federer and L. N. Balaam

(1972), Bibliography
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